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          WebViewer Version:

8.0.1

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

No, my app performs too slow when I use it in IE, other components are working fine …only the webviewer , takes too much time loading the pdf.

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

May be I can.

Are you using the WebViewer server?

no

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

Interner Exlorer

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

I am using react as the framework and also it has polyfills implemented to make it Internet Eplorer compatible

Is your issue related to annotations?

No,

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

The web viewer loads PDF too slow in Internet Explorer

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I made an app in react using the webviwer. I need to run that in Internet Explorer. For that i added polyfills too  so that it could be IE compatible. The app does open  and works as intended but its too slow.

The Webviewer takes too much time in loading the pdfs .

I would request you to kindly provided me solutions so that i can render pdfs in the viewer in IE with a minimal loading time

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Webviewer: Bookmark color
                    


                    Unable to open files on pdfonline.com
                    

                    Unable to open files in webviewer on chrome browser
                    

                    Need help regd Webviewer loadDocument function with Angular Material Tab
                    

                    Web Viewer takes long time to load in Internet Explorer 10
                    

                    Clear existing annotation form the WebViewer
                    

                    Certain features in WebViewer is not functioning in Internet Explorer and raise script errors
                    

                    Avoid resetting page settings on loadDocument
                    

                    Loading PDF without frame
                    

                    Minimal Deployment of Webviewer
                    

                    Added signatures to a document can be manipulated when loading the document into viewer again
                    

                    Compare Issue difference loading
                    

                    Can we use same licence for both Android & iOS which are used for Web app?
                    

                    Form Contents goes away when clicking the forms button on the toolbar
                    

                    Pdftron web server
                    

                    Loading XOD documents in the viewer
                    

                    I can't seem to deinstance the webviewer component
                    

                    Misplacement of the Annotation based on Coordinates and they are displaced to left on mapping the annotation after Reload
                    

                    In Annotation comments - annotation comment time always show the same for all the annotation
                    

                    Handling stream data through pipe
                    

                    Showing initialDoc array length doesn't match 'extension' array length
                    

                    Error when loading certain tiff files (not able to convert to PDF)
                    

                    Webviewer redaction screen turned white
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Optimize & reduce lib folder for WebViewer - Optimize via script
	Applying page manipulations to PDFs directly in the client
	Get file data with a viewer
	Rotating pages in PDF using JavaScript

APIs:	UI - options
	Path
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()

Forums:	Could not load type 'APPortalUI.Web.HttpHandler.PdfHttpHandler’
	DocViewer.setCurrentPage() jumps back to first page
	Sample Code is not existed in this demo link
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          Hello,

Thank you for contacting PDFTron Support.

Using client-side rendering of WebViewer is slow in IE, it is a known issue and there is nothing we can do about it. IE has a number of issues, e.g. IE has limited memory, IE’s JavaScript engine is slow, etc. For more information you can read here https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/guides/browser-support/

If you want to support an old browser like IE, we recommend WebViewer with a server option. With server options, most of the rendering happens on the server and not in IE. https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/guides/wv-server-deployment/

Best Regards,

Jason Hu

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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